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Tom Lehrer locally, with permission
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- How to access these at reasonable (human and dollar) costs?
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In the NewMIC ‘Cave’
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AN ESSENTIALLY STRICTLY CONVEX FUNCTION WITH
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AND WHICH IS NOT STRICTLY CONVEX

\[ f(x, y) := ((x - 2)^2 + y^2 - 1) \lor -\frac{4}{\sqrt{xy}} \]
AND PALPABLE STRUCTURES

$\begin{align*}
\text{f}(x, y) & := ( (x - 2)^2 + y^2 - 1 ) \lor -\sqrt[4]{xy} 
\end{align*}$

- When appropriately educated, seeing is believing
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- Inter-disciplinarity is much more possible (e.g., pseudo spectra)
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THOMAS JEFFERSON
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Its peculiar character, too, is that no one possesses the less, because every other possesses the whole of it. He who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself without lessening mine; as he who lites his taper at mine, receives light without darkening me.²

² See my Quotations page
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- Quantum computing goes macro!\(^3\)

\(^3\) The 2001 factorization of 15 using \(10^{20}\) molecules at IBM
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- Thank you to all who have helped build CoLab.